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Santos Chair

2008
700x770x(h)1120mm
Glass Fiber

JOEL ESCALONA STUDIO
Coacalco. Estado de México
Design: Joel Escalona
www.joelescalona.com

12

Inspirada en la forma de las copas de

champagne. Santos Chair se puede

utilizar en antros, bares, hoteles, en casa

e incluso en exteriores.

Inspired by the shape of a Champagne

Glass. Santos is suited for use in

lounges, bars, hotels, home and even

for outdoors.

Beluga

2008

SEXINDESIGN STUDIO. Beijing. China
Designer: Se xin
www.arthur-xin.com

This is a design of humidifier, which is supposed to be not only an electronic product but an exquisite artwork.

The design inspiration of its shape originates from whale. When you plug in by the touch type induction switch the

cetacean’s whale tail, the humidifier begins to work. The water spray is jetted continuously, just like a whale that is gushing

out the water column while swimming in the sea. The surface of the product is made of glazed pottery.

This is a design of humidifier, which is supposed to be not only an electronic product but an exquisite artwork.

The design inspiration of its shape originates from whale. When you plug in by the touch type induction switch the

cetacean’s whale tail, the humidifier begins to work. The water spray is jetted continuously, just like a whale that is gushing

out the water column while swimming in the sea. The surface of the product is made of glazed pottery.
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“seasons” is an interpretation of

functional kitchen and serving ware,

inspired by nature and technology,

through the cultural lens of Japan.

Like a real leaf, each serving dish is

flexible and multi-purpose. 

It rolls up for storage using the benefits

of silicone to insure its use in an oven

or microwave, able to withstand

repeated dishwasher cleaning.

Each leaf enjoys its own shape,

stackable in its open state, and in

multiples, creating a sculptural display

of serving artware.

“seasons” is an interpretation of

functional kitchen and serving ware,

inspired by nature and technology,

through the cultural lens of Japan.

Like a real leaf, each serving dish is

flexible and multi-purpose. 

It rolls up for storage using the benefits

of silicone to insure its use in an oven

or microwave, able to withstand

repeated dishwasher cleaning.

Each leaf enjoys its own shape,

stackable in its open state, and in

multiples, creating a sculptural display

of serving artware.

Seasons

2010
Silica sand / Silicone

NOWNAO
New York. USA
Tokyo. Japan
Design: Nao Tamura
www.nownao.com

14
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Air3

2010
(w)850x(h)400mm
Metal / glass

USIN-e. Lyon. France
Designers: Amaury Poudray and Rémi Bouhaniche
Photography: Laure Mélone
Producer: AD, Christophe Bailleux
www.usin-e.fr

This aquarium is a glass bubble caught mid-fall by a metal structure. As other Airs models, Air3 was created using

the techniques of scientific glassware. Hanging up in the air, Air3 tells us about weight and elevation.

This aquarium is a glass bubble caught mid-fall by a metal structure. As other Airs models, Air3 was created using

the techniques of scientific glassware. Hanging up in the air, Air3 tells us about weight and elevation.

If a lamp is a product, which brings the

sun light in a room, a lampshade can

be though as a product which brings

a cloud indoors for protecting us from

the strong sun (a lamp). This lamp

imitates a cloud made of real feather.

Even if this is a new product I feel

familiar with it. Because we may know

unconsciously both feather and clouds

exist up in the sky.

If a lamp is a product, which brings the

sun light in a room, a lampshade can

be though as a product which brings

a cloud indoors for protecting us from

the strong sun (a lamp). This lamp

imitates a cloud made of real feather.

Even if this is a new product I feel

familiar with it. Because we may know

unconsciously both feather and clouds

exist up in the sky.

Pokkari

2007
300x300x700mm
Feather

NOSIGNER. Tokyo. Japan
Design: Nosigner
Photographer's: Hatta
www.nosigner.com

16
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Made from 2mm punched steel sheet,

gas welded and powder coated the

design is based on a prototype for a

plastic outdoor chair.

This limited edition piece takes over a

week to fabricate and finish.

The designer says, "it takes many

hours to get all the holes to line up on

the hidden joins" and adds "this chair

looks so simple in its form but beneath

its almost invisible skin lies months of

prototyping that makes a perfectly

balanced form. This will become a

design classic of the future”.

Made from 2mm punched steel sheet,

gas welded and powder coated the

design is based on a prototype for a

plastic outdoor chair.

This limited edition piece takes over a

week to fabricate and finish.

The designer says, "it takes many

hours to get all the holes to line up on

the hidden joins" and adds "this chair

looks so simple in its form but beneath

its almost invisible skin lies months of

prototyping that makes a perfectly

balanced form. This will become a

design classic of the future”.

Cool Chair

2009
800mmx800mmx(h)750mm
Punched sheet steal / powder coating

CHARLIE DAVIDSON STUDIO
Dals-Rostock. Sweden
Design: Charlie Davidson
www.charlie-davidson.com

18
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Mydna Bookcase

2008
480x420x(h)1600mm
Wood

JOEL ESCALONA STUDIO
Coacalco. Estado de México
Design: Joel Escalona
www.joelescalona.com

Este mueble está inspirado en la estructura del ADN, además de eso

tiene un concepto metafórico (MyDNA que significa Mi ADN).

Los libros que te gustan, los CD´s que tienes, las fotos que guardas y

todos esos objetos que pones en este librero, definen una parte muy

importante de tu identidad personal.

This piece of furniture is inspired by the DNA structure, but it also is a

metaphorical statement (MyDNA).

The books you like, the CD´s you have, the photos you store, and all

that objects you put on the bookcase, define a significant part of your

personal identity.

20

Taburete para exteriores e interiores

producido en polietileno rotomoldeado.

La pieza utiliza este proceso de una

forma poco convencional creando un

volumen hueco y ligero y al mismo

tiempo resistente gracias a su sección

triangular.

Taburete para exteriores e interiores

producido en polietileno rotomoldeado.

La pieza utiliza este proceso de una

forma poco convencional creando un

volumen hueco y ligero y al mismo

tiempo resistente gracias a su sección

triangular.

Air Stool

2009
400x300x(h)770mm
Polyethylene

HÉCTOR SERRANO. London. UK
Client: Gandia Blasco
Designer: Héctor Serrano
www.hectorserrano.com
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An already familiar motif of Loginoff's, a traditional shape is cut apart to allow air and space to peek through. The Miami

is metal and wiry. The wire orbs that seem to twist and twirl furiously in the shade are actually carefully planned at two

angles that mirror each other. The lamp's base looks like the orbs fell in unison from the shade and just happened to

land in perfect juxtaposition.

An already familiar motif of Loginoff's, a traditional shape is cut apart to allow air and space to peek through. The Miami

is metal and wiry. The wire orbs that seem to twist and twirl furiously in the shade are actually carefully planned at two

angles that mirror each other. The lamp's base looks like the orbs fell in unison from the shade and just happened to

land in perfect juxtaposition.

Miami floor lamp

2008
(h)1050mm Ø of shade 500mm
Metal

DIMA LOGINOFF. Moscow. Russia
Designer: Dima Loginoff
Text: Toby
www.dimaloginoff.com

22
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Rebirth is a lighting product made by real

egg shells.

Egg shells are a very fragile and weak

material, but you can make a big structure

by attaching them in a mutually

complementary form. Now, the structure

becomes an autonomously-controlled

beautiful shape of necessity such as

naturally-occurring shapes.

In this age with tons of artificial things

around us, I feel many people desire to

have “real things”, which provide them an

actual feeling of being, by experiencing

nature or life itself.

This light, named Rebirth, is a design

product which was born from life itself.

When you realize the traces of lives on

the surface of the egg shells, you may

feel some special emotional ties between

Rebirth and you.

Rebirth is a lighting product made by real

egg shells.

Egg shells are a very fragile and weak

material, but you can make a big structure

by attaching them in a mutually

complementary form. Now, the structure

becomes an autonomously-controlled

beautiful shape of necessity such as

naturally-occurring shapes.

In this age with tons of artificial things

around us, I feel many people desire to

have “real things”, which provide them an

actual feeling of being, by experiencing

nature or life itself.

This light, named Rebirth, is a design

product which was born from life itself.

When you realize the traces of lives on

the surface of the egg shells, you may

feel some special emotional ties between

Rebirth and you.

Rebirth

2008
500x500x500mm
Egg shell

NOSIGNER. Tokyo. Japan
Design: Nosigner
Photographer's: Hatta
www.nosigner.com

24
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The all new lighting design endowed

with number of leds is designed in the

shape of a cross that makes you feel

blessed each time you look at it or turn

it on. Now anyone can feel the blessing

with just a click.

The all new lighting design endowed

with number of leds is designed in the

shape of a cross that makes you feel

blessed each time you look at it or turn

it on. Now anyone can feel the blessing

with just a click.

Bless You
Lighting concept 

2009
(h)650mm Ø of base 200mm
Led / Plastic

DIMA LOGINOFF. Moscow. Russia
Designer: Dima Loginoff
www.dimaloginoff.com

38
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V recuerda la forma de un OVNI y nos introduce en un universo mágico

pero posible.. Surge de la experimentación con un objeto común: una

diadema para el pelo. El interés por su geometría y posibilidades fue el

comienzo del proyecto.

Un objeto ordinario re-interpretado y convertido en uno extraordinario.

La repetición de los módulos comunica elegancia, creando un interesante

efecto moare.

La luz esta compuesta principalmente por dos partes inyectadas en

polycarbonato, repetidas a lo largo de la estructura metálica.

V recuerda la forma de un OVNI y nos introduce en un universo mágico

pero posible.. Surge de la experimentación con un objeto común: una

diadema para el pelo. El interés por su geometría y posibilidades fue el

comienzo del proyecto.

Un objeto ordinario re-interpretado y convertido en uno extraordinario.

La repetición de los módulos comunica elegancia, creando un interesante

efecto moare.

La luz esta compuesta principalmente por dos partes inyectadas en

polycarbonato, repetidas a lo largo de la estructura metálica.

V

2007
Ø 800x290mm
Metallic framework and injected polycarbonate

HÉCTOR SERRANO. London. UK
Client: Arturo Álvarez
Designer: Héctor Serrano
Photography: Mocho
www.hectorserrano.com

42
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Is a new kind of Porca Miseria! Ingo

Maurer created it only from Chinese

figurines of the Laughing Buddha.

No pieces of white European porcelain

have been applied. Breaking Buddha

was first presented at Ingo Maurer LLC

in 2007.

Is a new kind of Porca Miseria! Ingo

Maurer created it only from Chinese

figurines of the Laughing Buddha.

No pieces of white European porcelain

have been applied. Breaking Buddha

was first presented at Ingo Maurer LLC

in 2007.

Breaking Buddha

2007
Ø600x(h)800mm
Variation (one-off) of Porca Miseria! 

INGO MAURER GmbH. Muenchen. Germany
Designer: Ingo Maurer
www.ingo-maurer.com

44
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Dounyasha
Lounge concept

2009
(h)1650x(width)750x(depth)1030mm
Fiberglass

DIMA LOGINOFF. Moscow. Russia
Design and Photos: Dima Loginoff
Model: Alex Torgunakov (Bolshoi Theater)
Text: Toby
www.dimaloginoff.com

46

Dounyasha is an old-fashioned name,

a very traditional name in Russia.

When the name is spoken, it evokes a

certain era of the late 1800's.

“Dounyasha,” along with the Rococo

flair that Loginoff often powders on his

designs, come to his modern stage

very willingly, very gently, as if they just

popped in to get a glimpse of the future.

Dounyasha is an old-fashioned name,

a very traditional name in Russia.

When the name is spoken, it evokes a

certain era of the late 1800's.

“Dounyasha,” along with the Rococo

flair that Loginoff often powders on his

designs, come to his modern stage

very willingly, very gently, as if they just

popped in to get a glimpse of the future.
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Chaise Longue is no bringing error on

my side actually Dima prefer to call in

this actually latest comfortable and

style-icon chaise lounger Happy

Chaise Longue. A departure from his

roots, as a hair-stylist, Dima Loginoff

venture into interior-designing arena a

couple of years ago. As obvious,

Chaise Longue has a current take on

classic love chair albeit it position

partners in a side-by-side manner,

regarding every other’s space. Every

alcove is wide enough to seat occupant

contentedly, but romantics that can be

cuddle up in a solitary seat and will be

still find it roomy. By means of plastic

and chrome plate steel for molding the

form, Chaise Longue sturdy enough to

balance fragile look.

Chaise Longue is no bringing error on

my side actually Dima prefer to call in

this actually latest comfortable and

style-icon chaise lounger Happy

Chaise Longue. A departure from his

roots, as a hair-stylist, Dima Loginoff

venture into interior-designing arena a

couple of years ago. As obvious,

Chaise Longue has a current take on

classic love chair albeit it position

partners in a side-by-side manner,

regarding every other’s space. Every

alcove is wide enough to seat occupant

contentedly, but romantics that can be

cuddle up in a solitary seat and will be

still find it roomy. By means of plastic

and chrome plate steel for molding the

form, Chaise Longue sturdy enough to

balance fragile look.

Happy Chaise Longue

2008
(h)1800x(width)2100x(depth)2000mm
Plastic / Chromeplated steel

DIMA LOGINOFF. Moscow. Russia
Designer: Dima Loginoff
www.dimaloginoff.com

52
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Coral es una familia de lámparas

compuestas por un elemento modular,

con una forma particular que recuerda

una rama de coral marino, realizado

en ABS moldeado por inyección.

“Queríamos obtener una lámpara

visualmente rica y articulada partiendo

de un módulo muy simple. 

El módulo se repite, como un fractal

(elemento geométrico que se repite en

su estructura de igual manera a diversas

escalas), a partir del principio que

regula el crecimiento en la Naturaleza,

de lo simple a lo complejo”.

Coral is a range of lights with a uniquely

shaped modular element which is

reminiscent of a branch of coral and is

produced in injection moulded

polycarbonate. “We wanted to create a

light that was both visibly rich and

articulated, starting from a very simple

module. 

The module repeats itself like a fractal

(a geometrical shape which is repeated

throughout its structure in different sizes)

and grows following the principle of

nature - from simplicity to complexity”.

Coral

2009
ABS

Lagranja Design. Barcelona. Spain
Client: Pallucco
www.lagranjadesign.com

62
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Chippensteel / Chippensteel 0.5

2010
400x600x(h)770mm
Steel

ZIETA PROZESSDESIGN. Zurich. Switzerland
Design: Zieta
www.zieta.pl

The CHIPPENSTEEL chair is the most extravagant design in FIDU. Created as a result of research on material behaviour in

FIDU forming method, it discovers new – more complex possibilities and opens new ways in FIDU shaping technology.

FIDU technology means that two ultra-thin steel sheets are welded together around their edges and inflated under high

pressure to give a 3d object. FIDU enables mass production of individualized shapes. Forms made in FIDU are very light

but also very durable. 

Chippensteel chairs are available in inox steel and raw lacquered steel only in limited editions.

Chippensteel 0.5 chairs are the latest development.

The CHIPPENSTEEL chair is the most extravagant design in FIDU. Created as a result of research on material behaviour in

FIDU forming method, it discovers new – more complex possibilities and opens new ways in FIDU shaping technology.

FIDU technology means that two ultra-thin steel sheets are welded together around their edges and inflated under high

pressure to give a 3d object. FIDU enables mass production of individualized shapes. Forms made in FIDU are very light

but also very durable. 

Chippensteel chairs are available in inox steel and raw lacquered steel only in limited editions.

Chippensteel 0.5 chairs are the latest development.
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Table lamp, limited edition. Aluminium,

steel. 230/125/12 volts. OLED modules

Orbeos by OSRAM Opto Semiconductors,

25 lm/watt, 2800 Kelvin, diameter 8 cm.

4 LED spots, each 4.5 watts warm white,

3000 Kelvin, beam angle 16°. The LED

spots can be adjusted flexibly via cardan

joints.

A ball-joint makes it possible to turn and

tilt the head. Height and length of arm

adjustable.

Table lamp, limited edition. Aluminium,

steel. 230/125/12 volts. OLED modules

Orbeos by OSRAM Opto Semiconductors,

25 lm/watt, 2800 Kelvin, diameter 8 cm.

4 LED spots, each 4.5 watts warm white,

3000 Kelvin, beam angle 16°. The LED

spots can be adjusted flexibly via cardan

joints.

A ball-joint makes it possible to turn and

tilt the head. Height and length of arm

adjustable.

Double T. Future

2010
(h)800x(w)max.600mm
Prototype of a new OLED table lamp

INGO MAURER GmbH. Muenchen. Germany
Designer: Ingo Maurer
www.ingo-maurer.com
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Micro

2010
74x110mm (Large)
58x95mm (Small)

BIG-GAME. Lausanne. Switzerland
and Brussels. Belgium.
Design: Big Game
Photography: D.Droz & T.Ambrosetti
www.big-game.ch

Making reference to the journalist’s microphones, the MICRO coat peg is fixed directly to the

wall. It has a wooden core and is made of flocked foam.

Making reference to the journalist’s microphones, the MICRO coat peg is fixed directly to the

wall. It has a wooden core and is made of flocked foam.
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Umarmung is inspired by the long

tradition of floor-sitting culture in Japan

where the connection between the

body and conversations is not

restricted to universal seat height and

conventional definition of sofa. Much to

our surprise, through our research and

conversations with local manufacturers,

the floor-sitting couch is unknown and

non-existent in Japan furniture design

other than the zaisu chair (legless

chair) used for tatami room.

Umarmung, a floor-sitting couch, is a

backrest which supports the body in

comfortable positions while sitting on

the floor. The gradual curved profile

receives the body whether it is sitting

up straight or leaning back. Its floating

shape simply translates its functional

qualities into singular aesthetics.

Umarmung is inspired by the long

tradition of floor-sitting culture in Japan

where the connection between the

body and conversations is not

restricted to universal seat height and

conventional definition of sofa. Much to

our surprise, through our research and

conversations with local manufacturers,

the floor-sitting couch is unknown and

non-existent in Japan furniture design

other than the zaisu chair (legless

chair) used for tatami room.

Umarmung, a floor-sitting couch, is a

backrest which supports the body in

comfortable positions while sitting on

the floor. The gradual curved profile

receives the body whether it is sitting

up straight or leaning back. Its floating

shape simply translates its functional

qualities into singular aesthetics.

Umarmung

2010
2000mmx700mmx600mm
Reinforced polyester resin, covered with
flame-retardant polyurethane foam. 

CHEUNGVOGL. Tokio. Japan
Designers: Judy Cheung, Christoph Vogl
www.cheungvogl.com

74
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Maya es una lámpara modular, que

puede crecer generando diferentes

composiciones gracias a su geometría

cónica y hexagonal. Su forma

representa un panel de abejas, el

diseño de la naturaleza aplicado a la

iluminación.

Está realizada en plancha metálica

plegada, el color de sus caras internas

es diferente al de las exteriores, así el

color potencia la pieza formalmente.

Maya is a modular lamp, that can

grow, generating different compositions

because of its hexagonal geometry

and conicity. Its form is inspired in a

beehive, the design of nature applied

to lighting.

Is made of steel plate folded, the color

of the internal faces is different from the

external faces.

Maya

2008
Steel plate folded

MERMELADA ESTUDIO. Barcelona. Spain
Designers: Juan Miguel Juárez, Laura Blasco,
Alex Estévez
Client: Almerich
www.mermeladaestudio.es

84
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Easy

2007
(h)1200x(w)1400x(d)1100mm

CHRISTIAN HARRUP DESIGN
Sydney. Australia
Design: Christian Harrup
www.christianharrup.com

Easy chair is a classically inspired

alternative to the easy chair with a

substructure of fibreglass and coated

in neoprene rubber laminated to fabric.

The base is polished aluminium.

Easy chair is a classically inspired

alternative to the easy chair with a

substructure of fibreglass and coated

in neoprene rubber laminated to fabric.

The base is polished aluminium.
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This lamp creates different lighting moods when used at different heights: it can be used as a reading lamp, floor lamp

and is easily stored as all components are connected using simple, adjustable elastic strips.

In other words, the lamps can fit a wide varieties of interiors as its dimensions and light output are variable.

This lamp creates different lighting moods when used at different heights: it can be used as a reading lamp, floor lamp

and is easily stored as all components are connected using simple, adjustable elastic strips.

In other words, the lamps can fit a wide varieties of interiors as its dimensions and light output are variable.

Compas lamp

2010
2300x1500x60mm
Oak

NOON STUDIO. London. UK
Designers: Gautier Pelegrin (London) and
Vincent Taïani (Avignon. France)
www.noon-studio.com
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Winter

2008
Wood / Resin

MERMELADA ESTUDIO. Barcelona. Spain
Designers: Juan Miguel Juárez, Laura Blasco,
Alex Estévez
Photography: Abel Tello
Production: Vettas
www.mermeladaestudio.es

Winter es una colección de mobiliario auxiliar, realizado en madera y resina, en la que dos elementos complementarios

se fusionan en perfecta armonía, creando piezas suaves y sencillas.

Una pieza a todo color, que queda atrapada bajo una fina capa de blancura invernal.

Winter is a furniture collection, made of wood and resin. There are always two complementary elements that merge in a

perfect harmony, the result are soft and simple furnitures.

A full-colour piece is trapped down under thin layer of winter whiteness.

EnPlano es un sistema de vitrocerámica

modular portatil. Conectando entre si

varios módulos, puedes configurar la

cocina que necesitas, transportarla

fácilmente e incluso lavarla en el

lavavajillas.

EnPlano es un sistema de vitrocerámica

modular portatil. Conectando entre si

varios módulos, puedes configurar la

cocina que necesitas, transportarla

fácilmente e incluso lavarla en el

lavavajillas.

EnPlano

2008
320/262/122x320x22mm
Induction cooktop, ceramic glass and Peek

SERIES D. Barcelona. Spain
Design: Equipo Series Nemo
Manufacturer: SeriesD ®
www.seriesd.com
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The Groove is a modular screen made

up of sinuous geometric shapes which

convert the light coming through it.

This modular architectonic object

makes it possible to structure spaces

through the assembly of multiple units,

in turn creating a canvas over which,

beautiful shadows are thrown

according to the direction of the light

that passes through it. 

Un parabán modular de formas

orgánicas y sinuosas que transforma 

la luz que lo atraviesa. Un objeto

arquitectónico que permite estructurar

el espacio mediante el ensamblaje 

de varios módulos, y lo convierte en

un lienzo sobre el que se dibujan

bellas sombras ornamentales que

varían en función de la dirección de la

luz proyectada. 

Groove

2010
2000x900mm
Pollywood® Veneer / Aluminum

LUIS ESLAVA STUDIO. Valencia. Spain
Design: Luis Eslava
Client: lzf lamps
www.luiseslava.com
www.lzf-lamps.com
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Grafit es un banco de dos piezas

multi-combinables que dan lugar a

infinitas estructuras escultóricas.

Partiendo de una única entidad, podemos

hacer crecer distintas configuraciones

abstractas.

Grafit es un banco de dos piezas

multi-combinables que dan lugar a

infinitas estructuras escultóricas.

Partiendo de una única entidad, podemos

hacer crecer distintas configuraciones

abstractas.

Grafit

2009
2498x513x(h)400mm 
Concrete, pickling and waterproofed.
Graphite grey.

SERIES D. Barcelona. Spain
Design: Equipo Series Nemo
Manufacturer: SeriesD ®
www.seriesd.com
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NETwork 

2010

STUDIO AISSLINGER. Berlin. Germany
Designers: Werner Aisslinger, Nicole Losos,
Julene Aguirre-Bielschowsky, Verena Stella
Gompf, Johannes Becker, Gabriele Gebert
Photography: Uwe Walter
www.aisslinger.de

The NETwork edition is the transformation of 2-dimensional embroidery into a pop-up furniture object. 

The empirical design project is a combination of the application of new high technologies to traditional stitching techniques

and a collection of edited textile objects. The objects created are extremely light and transparent and they seem to flow

in space as 3d textile meta-networks.

The volumes are first translated with software into 2d projections of themselves that can be directly programmed  into the

machines that stitch the pattern into a carrying surface. The carrying surface is then dissolved and the embroidered 2d

pattern becomes free to form a 3d object. The objects formed by  the stitched honeycomb structures are fixed over a

fiberglass mould and impregnated with resin in order to make them rigid and constructive.

The NETwork edition is the transformation of 2-dimensional embroidery into a pop-up furniture object. 

The empirical design project is a combination of the application of new high technologies to traditional stitching techniques

and a collection of edited textile objects. The objects created are extremely light and transparent and they seem to flow

in space as 3d textile meta-networks.

The volumes are first translated with software into 2d projections of themselves that can be directly programmed  into the

machines that stitch the pattern into a carrying surface. The carrying surface is then dissolved and the embroidered 2d

pattern becomes free to form a 3d object. The objects formed by  the stitched honeycomb structures are fixed over a

fiberglass mould and impregnated with resin in order to make them rigid and constructive. 
The Peacock Chair is created out of

three single sheets of felt and a

minimal metal frame. Dror is constantly

challenging the con struction of objects,

questioning traditional systems and

simplify ing movements and

mechanisms. His minimalist aesthetic

is shown here in the way he challenges

upholstery. The folds of the felt are

woven tightly to form a struc tured yet

incredibly comfortable lounge chair,

with no sewing or upholstery involved.

The intricate folding paired with the

innovative method of structure creates

a luxu rious chair that is both elegant

and modern.

The Peacock Chair is created out of

three single sheets of felt and a

minimal metal frame. Dror is constantly

challenging the con struction of objects,

questioning traditional systems and

simplify ing movements and

mechanisms. His minimalist aesthetic

is shown here in the way he challenges

upholstery. The folds of the felt are

woven tightly to form a struc tured yet

incredibly comfortable lounge chair,

with no sewing or upholstery involved.

The intricate folding paired with the

innovative method of structure creates

a luxu rious chair that is both elegant

and modern.

Peacock Chair

2009
1100x900x(h)430/900mm
Felt

STUDIO DROR. New York. USA
Design: Dror Benshetrit
Client: Cappellini
www.studiodror.com
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Hope is a modern and innovative

interpretation of the classic chandelier.

The magical traditional chandeliers

used the optical and physical qualities

of the crystal of Bohemia and Venetian

hand blown glass to multiply the light

source into hundreds of smaller light

points, creating unique and blissful

atmospheres.

Hope was born of a creative intuition,

and evolved in a long process of

creative and technological research in

which we managed to transform the

heavy and fragile crystals in an ultra

light polycarbonate sheet capable of

reproducing the outstanding optical

qualities of solid glass.

Based in the principles of the Fresnel

lenses, we developed and engineered

the moulded polycarbonate leafs,

characterised by a glossy external

surface and a textured internal surface

treated with a series of concentric

micro-prisms. The result is an

extraordinary high quality plastic that

we call “meta-crystal” because of its

capacity to capture and refract light.

Arranging the lenses around the light

source to avoid the glare and ensure

a good di usion of the light was an

additional design challenge.

The solution came out of a series of

stems that hold and structure the

“meta-crystal” leafs; these stems are

then fixed to a light metal structure

inspired in the shape of diatoms.

All these creative and technological

decisions have been studied to ensure

the luminous e ect, but also to facilitate

the assembling and transportation of

the product, in fact Hope fits a

surprisingly small and light packaging.

Hope

2009
Ø 640 / 720 / 1050mm
Cut and bent stainless steel estructure moulded
polycarbonate stems polycarbonate lenses

FRANCISCO GOMEZ PAZ. Milano. Italy
Design: Francisco Gomez Paz and Paolo Rizzatto
Client: Luceplan
www.gomezpaz.com
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Hope is a modern and innovative

interpretation of the classic chandelier.

The magical traditional chandeliers

used the optical and physical qualities

of the crystal of Bohemia and Venetian

hand blown glass to multiply the light

source into hundreds of smaller light

points, creating unique and blissful

atmospheres.

Hope was born of a creative intuition,

and evolved in a long process of

creative and technological research in

which we managed to transform the

heavy and fragile crystals in an ultra

light polycarbonate sheet capable of

reproducing the outstanding optical

qualities of solid glass.

Based in the principles of the Fresnel

lenses, we developed and engineered

the moulded polycarbonate leafs,

characterised by a glossy external

surface and a textured internal surface

treated with a series of concentric

micro-prisms. The result is an

extraordinary high quality plastic that

we call “meta-crystal” because of its

capacity to capture and refract light.

Arranging the lenses around the light

source to avoid the glare and ensure

a good di usion of the light was an

additional design challenge.

The solution came out of a series of

stems that hold and structure the

“meta-crystal” leafs; these stems are

then fixed to a light metal structure

inspired in the shape of diatoms.

All these creative and technological

decisions have been studied to ensure

the luminous e ect, but also to facilitate

the assembling and transportation of

the product, in fact Hope fits a

surprisingly small and light packaging.
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Le Soleil

2009
Ø620 / (h)2000mm
Polycarbonate and chrome-plated steel

VICENTE GARCIA JIMENEZ. Udine. Italy
Designer: Vicente García Jiménez
Client: Foscarini 
www.vicente-garcia.com

112

Suspended architecture that recalls the outline of the Guggenheim Museum in New York; this is the first impression of Le

Soleil, Foscarini’s new lamp designed by Vicente Garcia Jimenez. Its important volume is made lighter and enlivened by its

asymmetric bands, which play a leading role in diffusing the beam of light.

Thanks to their opacity, the bands act as reflective surfaces on the inner side facing upwards and, at the same time, focus

the light directly onto the surface below, producing a soft, delicate visual effect.

The extremely diffused lighting created by the interplay of light and shade, is underlined by the colour variations of Le Soleil.

The colours strongly characterise the lamp and define its plastic form making a strong visual statement and furnishing both

homes and contract spaces with expressive impact.

Suspended architecture that recalls the outline of the Guggenheim Museum in New York; this is the first impression of Le

Soleil, Foscarini’s new lamp designed by Vicente Garcia Jimenez. Its important volume is made lighter and enlivened by its

asymmetric bands, which play a leading role in diffusing the beam of light.

Thanks to their opacity, the bands act as reflective surfaces on the inner side facing upwards and, at the same time, focus

the light directly onto the surface below, producing a soft, delicate visual effect.

The extremely diffused lighting created by the interplay of light and shade, is underlined by the colour variations of Le Soleil.

The colours strongly characterise the lamp and define its plastic form making a strong visual statement and furnishing both

homes and contract spaces with expressive impact.
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Nenufar

2008
1500x1500x2000mm
1400x2000x2000mm
Laser cutted aluminum / Batyline fabric

YONOH. Valencia. Spain
Design: Yonoh
Manufacturer: Samoa Design
www.yonoh.es
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Parasol inspirado en la forma de las

hojas del nenúfar. Posee una pantalla

que se regula en inclinación gracias a

una rótula que ejerce de unión con el

mástil central, que a su vez se desliza

por un tubo interior para permitir su

regulación en altura. La pantalla está

realizada en chapa de aluminio cortada

a láser tapizada en tela Batyline.

Puede realizarse con dos tipos de pie,

una base plana realizada en acero de

forma circular o un pie colado en

hormigón.

Parasol is inspired by the form of water

lily leaves. It has a screen  which can

be put into inclined position though a

joint that pursues union with the central

mast, which in the same time regulates

the height of the parasol by an inner

tube. The screen is made out of laser

cutted aluminum upholstered in

Batyline fabric. It can take place with

two kinds of bases, a flat steel base in

circular shape or a base in concrete.

Liquid Lamp

2008
Table type: (w)280x(d)300x(h)200mm
Bracket type: (w)230x(d)230x(h)350mm
Iron plate, paint

KYOUEI Design. Shizuoka. Japan
Designer: Kouichi Okamoto
Photo: Kyouei design
Client: DCS corp.
www.kyouei-ltd.co.jp

A lamp which appears to be flowing liquid.

The iron plate is cut with a twister processing machine,

and it consists of one iron plate.

A lamp which appears to be flowing liquid.

The iron plate is cut with a twister processing machine,

and it consists of one iron plate.
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Ad-Hoc

2007
930x930x(h)565mm
Brass structure

STUDIO MASSAUD. Paris. France
Design: Jean-Marie Massaud
Client: Viccarbe
www.massaud.com
www.viccarbe.com

Esta escultura, que inicialmente la realizamos sin un fin excesivamente comercial, se convirtió rápidamente en un icono

para Viccarbe y sorprendentemente empezamos a recibir importantes pedidos, tanto de coleccionistas de arte

contemporáneo como de clientes que proponían esta fuerte butaca escultura para las zonas de espera de sus clientes.

Lacadas en blanco para espacios neutros (las versiones lacadas son aptas para outdoor) o la exquisita versión en oro

de 24 quilates (que muchos clientes cuelgan de sus paredes como una escultura más), la Ad Hoc ya forma parte de la

historia contemporánea del diseño.

Esta escultura, que inicialmente la realizamos sin un fin excesivamente comercial, se convirtió rápidamente en un icono

para Viccarbe y sorprendentemente empezamos a recibir importantes pedidos, tanto de coleccionistas de arte

contemporáneo como de clientes que proponían esta fuerte butaca escultura para las zonas de espera de sus clientes.

Lacadas en blanco para espacios neutros (las versiones lacadas son aptas para outdoor) o la exquisita versión en oro

de 24 quilates (que muchos clientes cuelgan de sus paredes como una escultura más), la Ad Hoc ya forma parte de la

historia contemporánea del diseño.
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La lámpara, a simple vista demuestra una composición típica. Se ve un pie y una pantalla como es normal de una

lámpara sobremesa  pero en este caso lo intrigante es que son de la misma pieza una mera chapa de madera.

Está torcida y doblada en una forma difícil de imaginar si no lo hubiera hecho pero el resultado es ligereza y sencillez.

Hecho de maderas naturales teñidos, este diseño tiene un pie en la artesanía pero con sus curvas y estilo, tiene el

otro pie firmemente pisando terrenos del diseño contemporáneo.

At first glance this lamp shows a typical composition. It has a base and a shade as is normal for most free standing

lamps. But what’s intriguing about Air is that the base and shade are one and the same element: a sheet of wood

veneer (the 2-dimensional “plane”). It is bent and twisted in a way difficult to imagine if it wasn’t already there to be

seen and the result is lightness and simplicity. Being made of natural woods, it has one foot in craft while its curves and

style plant the other foot firmly in contemporary design.

Air

2009
Large table lamp: 280x270x490(h) mm
Small table lamp: 240x200x340(h) mm
Wall light: 230x220x330(h) mm
Natural wood veneer, Chrome-plated steel,
Electrical intalation E-14

Ray Power. Barcelona. Spain
Designer: Ray Power
Client: LZF lamps
www.raypowerdesign.com
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La colección Shape es una

interpretación de los taburetes / mesas

diseñados en madera maciza por los

Eames, creando una configuración

simpática de elementos con gran

capacidad para ser ubicados

fácilmente en diversos espacios. 

Su uso es perfecto desde los halls de

hoteles, como mesitas de noche o

sencillas mesas de apoyo junto a un

sofá.

Actualmente se fabrican en MDF de

alta densidad y lacado en alto brillo.

La colección Shape es una

interpretación de los taburetes / mesas

diseñados en madera maciza por los

Eames, creando una configuración

simpática de elementos con gran

capacidad para ser ubicados

fácilmente en diversos espacios. 

Su uso es perfecto desde los halls de

hoteles, como mesitas de noche o

sencillas mesas de apoyo junto a un

sofá.

Actualmente se fabrican en MDF de

alta densidad y lacado en alto brillo.

Shape

2007
450mmx380mm
Wood

PENSISTUDIO. Barcelona. Spain
Design: Jorge Pensi
Client: Viccarbe
www.pensistudio.com
www.viccarbe.com
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S-08 Bench

2009
Variable 450x420mm
Acrylic

TIMOTHY SCHREIBER. London. UK
Designer: Timothy Schreiber
www.timothy-schreiber.com

Lighthouse

2010
700(h)x370(d)mm
Venini Murano glass, marble, aluminium

BOUROULLEC. Paris. France
Designers: Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
Client: Established & Sons and Venini
Photo: ©Peter Guenzel
www.bouroullec.com
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For Lighthouse, our inspiration came from the observation of the sophisticated craftsmanship of Murano’s master glass

blowers. The idea was to light up a voluminous round glass structure that would be supported by a delicate aluminium

stick. We worked on the precariousness of the equilibrium: there is one and only, sharp point of contact, no fixation, as if

the glass was in its originate state, hanging insecurely from the blowing pipe. We wanted to work on the vulnerability of

the object. What was also interesting to us was the mix of techniques to make the three elements that craft this lamp: the

base and the stick are industrially made in opposition to the glass that has been blown using old tradition methods.

The color of the lamp varies in function of the Murano glass color palette, from light pink to vibrant orange.

For Lighthouse, our inspiration came from the observation of the sophisticated craftsmanship of Murano’s master glass

blowers. The idea was to light up a voluminous round glass structure that would be supported by a delicate aluminium

stick. We worked on the precariousness of the equilibrium: there is one and only, sharp point of contact, no fixation, as if

the glass was in its originate state, hanging insecurely from the blowing pipe. We wanted to work on the vulnerability of

the object. What was also interesting to us was the mix of techniques to make the three elements that craft this lamp: the

base and the stick are industrially made in opposition to the glass that has been blown using old tradition methods.

The color of the lamp varies in function of the Murano glass color palette, from light pink to vibrant orange.

S-08 is made from clear sections of

coloured acrylic. The indicidual pieces

can be assembled along 2 flexible

guides which allows for a plenitude of

different lengths, shapes and colour

schemes.

S-08 is made from clear sections of

coloured acrylic. The indicidual pieces

can be assembled along 2 flexible

guides which allows for a plenitude of

different lengths, shapes and colour

schemes.
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EVOLVED Table

2009
720x1500mm
Polished stainless steel, glass top

TIMOTHY SCHREIBER. London. UK
Designer: Timothy Schreiber
www.timothy-schreiber.com
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The design of the evolved tables was conceived from the natural process of “growth”. This concept was first

translated into an initial digital model, which was subsequently optimized using digital structural and artificial

intelligence algorithms. With flowing, organic design, evocative of natural forms, the stainless steel cast and brilliant

hand-polished finish base is complimented by a transparent round glass table top. The three table legs

branching, smoothly growing together in a solid and stable base can be admired from any direction.

The design of the evolved tables was conceived from the natural process of “growth”. This concept was first

translated into an initial digital model, which was subsequently optimized using digital structural and artificial

intelligence algorithms. With flowing, organic design, evocative of natural forms, the stainless steel cast and brilliant

hand-polished finish base is complimented by a transparent round glass table top. The three table legs

branching, smoothly growing together in a solid and stable base can be admired from any direction.

Quilt

2009
Various dimensions
Metal structure, fiberglass shell, foam and textile

BOUROULLEC. Paris. France
Designers: Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
Client: Established & Sons
Photo: ©Studio Bouroullec
www.bouroullec.com

The Quilt chair, sofa and ottoman consist of an upholstered, honeycomb-like skin of hi-tech stretch fabric with

individual foam inserts, fitted over a fibreglass shell. The patchwork components are mathematical in design

as well as decorative and give a comforting and reassuring feel to this functional chair.

The Quilt chair, sofa and ottoman consist of an upholstered, honeycomb-like skin of hi-tech stretch fabric with

individual foam inserts, fitted over a fibreglass shell. The patchwork components are mathematical in design

as well as decorative and give a comforting and reassuring feel to this functional chair.
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Tailored Wood

2010
Oak veneer / Foam

RAW-EDGES DESIGN STUDIO. London. UK
Designers: Yael Mer & Shay Alkalay
Client: Cappellini
www.raw-edges.com
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Usually veneer is used to cover solid

wood surfaces. In Tailored Wood Yael

and Shay oppose this old traditional

process by first creating an empty

volume with the veneer that is later filled

with constructive foam. The foam

unexpectedly expands within the

volume and creates a unique and

surprising crinkled wooden surface.

This experimental process results in a

collection of seats that are always

different from one another other, even

within an industrial production.

The process is unconventional in terms

of industrialised furniture as the pattern

veneer itself becomes both the defining

surface and the mould. In a sense it is a

reversal of upholstery in which normally

a skin is applied over the stuffing.

Usually veneer is used to cover solid

wood surfaces. In Tailored Wood Yael

and Shay oppose this old traditional

process by first creating an empty

volume with the veneer that is later filled

with constructive foam. The foam

unexpectedly expands within the

volume and creates a unique and

surprising crinkled wooden surface.

This experimental process results in a

collection of seats that are always

different from one another other, even

within an industrial production.

The process is unconventional in terms

of industrialised furniture as the pattern

veneer itself becomes both the defining

surface and the mould. In a sense it is a

reversal of upholstery in which normally

a skin is applied over the stuffing.
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The Gaudi Chair is the follow-up of the

Gaudi Stool which was created in 2009.

It was designed using the same method

as Antoni Gaudi, who made models of

hanging chains, which upside-down

showed him the strongest shape for

his churches. Additionally, to be able

to determine the structure of the chair's

backrest, a software script was used.

The script was based on three steps:

First the distribution of forces across

the surface of the chair. Secondly the

direction of forces defined the direction

of the ribs. Finally the amount of force

specified the height of a rib.

Materials and techniques were chosen

to create a lightweight chair. The surface

is of carbonfiber, the ribs are made of

glass-filled nylon, by selective laser

sintering.

The Gaudi Chair is the follow-up of the

Gaudi Stool which was created in 2009.

It was designed using the same method

as Antoni Gaudi, who made models of

hanging chains, which upside-down

showed him the strongest shape for

his churches. Additionally, to be able

to determine the structure of the chair's

backrest, a software script was used.

The script was based on three steps:

First the distribution of forces across

the surface of the chair. Secondly the

direction of forces defined the direction

of the ribs. Finally the amount of force

specified the height of a rib.

Materials and techniques were chosen

to create a lightweight chair. The surface

is of carbonfiber, the ribs are made of

glass-filled nylon, by selective laser

sintering.

Gaudi Chair

2010
650x650x650mm seat height 420mm
Carbonfiber-composite & glass-filled
nylon (by 3D printing)

STUDIO GEENEN. Utrecht. The Netherlands
Designer: Bram Geenen
www.studiogeenen.com
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Vegetal chair

2009
813x606x552mm
Injected polyamide. Back legs are injected
separately.

BOUROULLEC. Paris. France
Designers: Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
Client: Vitra
Photo: ©Tahon and Bouroullec
www.bouroullec.com
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The initial intuition was that of a chair

which would sprout up like a plant.

A vegetal chair, its branches gently

curving to form the seat and back.

There was therefore, from the outset, a

desire to create an original structure,

based on a complex and narrative form

of construction. Coupled with an inclination

for highly advanced techniques, such

as plastic injection moulding, which

opens the way to mass distribution.

The initial designs show a chair that has

the fluidity and uniform elegance of a

plant: a great unity of form whilst at the

same time being, in essence, untamed.

The initial intuition was that of a chair

which would sprout up like a plant.

A vegetal chair, its branches gently

curving to form the seat and back.

There was therefore, from the outset, a

desire to create an original structure,

based on a complex and narrative form

of construction. Coupled with an inclination

for highly advanced techniques, such

as plastic injection moulding, which

opens the way to mass distribution.

The initial designs show a chair that has

the fluidity and uniform elegance of a

plant: a great unity of form whilst at the

same time being, in essence, untamed.

Honeycomb

2006
300(w)x300(d)x450(h)mm
Paper

KYOUEI Design. Shizuoka. Japan
Designer: Kouichi Okamoto
Photo: Kyouei design
www.kyouei-ltd.co.jp

We used "Denguri paper : Honeycomb Paper" for this Shade of a lamp.

The "Dengri paper" is a local product of Shikoku region in Japan.

When it is packed, the thickness is about 2cm.

And it can be a Lamp Shade when you open it and put together those edges

by some pins.

We used "Denguri paper : Honeycomb Paper" for this Shade of a lamp.

The "Dengri paper" is a local product of Shikoku region in Japan.

When it is packed, the thickness is about 2cm.

And it can be a Lamp Shade when you open it and put together those edges

by some pins.
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“clouds” is a textile system, which lies

somewhere in between furniture and

curtains. the system is modular and

evolves as elements are either added

or removed. “clouds” is fully dependant

on the user to sculpt its three-dimen-

sional form to reflect their personal

expression. Each piece in the system

is made from kvadrat textiles formed

into small triangles. tabs on the outside

of each piece allow them to be joined

together with special elastic bands.

The tiles can be assembled together to

create different forms, like a decorative

screen or divider and comes in a

multitude of colours.

“clouds” is a textile system, which lies

somewhere in between furniture and

curtains. the system is modular and

evolves as elements are either added

or removed. “clouds” is fully dependant

on the user to sculpt its three-dimen-

sional form to reflect their personal

expression. Each piece in the system

is made from kvadrat textiles formed

into small triangles. tabs on the outside

of each piece allow them to be joined

together with special elastic bands.

The tiles can be assembled together to

create different forms, like a decorative

screen or divider and comes in a

multitude of colours.

Clouds

2009
500x300x10mm
Thermocompressed foam and fabric & double
injected rubberband.

BOUROULLEC. Paris. France
Designers: Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
Client: Kvadrat
Photo: ©Tahon and Bouroullec
www.bouroullec.com
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